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FDA Wants 55 Years to Complete FOIA Request for Pfizer
COVID Vaccine Information
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By Frank Salvato

In a move that should raise eyebrows
from coast to coast and around the world,
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) is
petitioning a federal court to allow it to
take nearly 55 years to release data on
Pfizer’s COVID vaccine to the public.

An FDA response to the FOIA request
said in order to complete the request for
the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, it will need
to process 329,000 pages of documents
and can only do so at a rate of 500 pages
per month, making the requested
information available to the public in 2076.

The FOIA request was made in August by
a group called Public Health & Medical
Professionals for Transparency (PHMPT).
This group is comprised of more than 30 international public health professionals, medical
professionals, scientists, and journalists that “exist solely to obtain and disseminate the data
relied upon by the FDA to license COVID vaccines.”

The group includes academics and medical experts from Yale, Harvard Medical School, and
UCLA; alumni from the Trump administration; and prominent health experts from around the
world.

The group requested “all data and information for the Pfizer vaccine” including safety and
effectiveness data; a protocol for a test or study; adverse reaction reports, product
experience reports, consumer complaints, and other similar data and information; a list of all
active ingredients and any inactive ingredients; an assay method or other analytical method;
all correspondence and written summaries of oral discussions relating to the vaccine; all
records showing Pfizer and BioNTech’s testing of a particular lot; and all records showing the
testing of and action on a particular lot by the FDA.
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PHMPT also made a request for expedited processing of its FOIA submission, arguing there
is a “compelling need” for the FDA to immediately release Pfizer vaccine data “because a
lack of transparency erodes the confidence the medical and scientific community and the
public have in the conclusions reached by the FDA.”

Why This Is Important

By its very nature, a Freedom of Information Act request doesn’t need processing by the
issuing agency unless there are matters of national security at hand. The information
requested by PHMPT does not fall into the category of national security unless there are
components to the vaccine that are nefarious.

The fact that the FDA knows exactly how many pages of information there are means that
this information can be immediately released. This is especially so because the requesting
group is a medically knowledgeable group composed of highly regarded medical entities
including the medical schools at Yale, Harvard, and UCLA.

Further, because this information is germane to the knowledge base of the requesting group,
why does the FDA need to “process” even one page of this information unless it is actively
trying to hide information of conversations that would either reflect badly on the FDA or
expose unethical or criminal activities?

At every step of the way during this so-called “pandemic,” the authoritative agencies and
government actors have been both secretive and manipulative in their management of
information. They have been disingenuous about their motives and have outright lied about
the effectiveness of both masks and lockdowns.

The mismanagement of the “pandemic” has also been found to have been steeped in
political opportunism (as propaganda to win an election) and crony capitalism (the
enrichment of the connected). The continued misinformation foisted upon the American
people about the continuing need for “boosters” because of new findings and herd immunity
being harder to achieve for the COVID virus (the establishment of herd immunity, by the way,
is a recognized best practice in scientific circles) lend to the public not believing not only the
government but historically trusted but no compromised entities like the CDC and NIH.

Meanwhile, the destruction of our economy continues via the mismanagement of the supply
chain and the unnecessary interference in the energy sector of the free market by the federal
government. The thinking man or woman realizes this damaging manipulation as a
facilitation of the World Economic Forum’s Great Reset and a direct threat to US sovereignty
and, in fact, freedom and American individualism.

The FDA should be ordered to immediately release the 329,000 pages related to the FOIA
request before they redact even one word on any page. Their outrageous request for 55
years to re-write the history of the vaccines’ genesis only serves to prove as correct those
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who have been calling the federal government out on their political and transformative
motives behind everything COVID.

#Resist #PushBack #ThrowOffTheChains #Nullification
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